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PREFACE 

During several years of studying history and the th~at'er', I 

became interested i:n the effect,:,that play-sand literature' have on 

our knowledge of history. I became interested: in the question: 

Can accurate historical knowledge be conveyed through drama? In 

an effort to understand history and, the theate'r more clearly, 

decided to investigate historic-ai accuracy and discrepancy in 

theatrical productions. '-Being interested in Reformation history, 

in particular, the study of Martin Luther 'and his effects on t-.be 

world, I wanted to know how this man whochan'ged the course' of 

Western Civilization 'appears to the twentieth-century playwright. 

It was this interest'which lead'me ,to 'investigate John Osborne's 

dramatic work, Luther. The production of Luther has g~ned 

worldwide respect as 'one of the mostproV'O'cativeplays of ,our 

time. The, question which arises is: '''Does the Luther portrayed 

in this play accord with and do justice to the Luther of"', ":",' 

history?" I feel ~hat this question is 'answered quite'accuratel 
.' 

in this thesis. I hav~ ,separated it into three chapters, each 

covering one of the acts in the play.. I' have also shown tha,t" 

'" Osborne's work is accurate historically. There are only a few 

minor discrepancies in this play, and, the reason behind tho,se 

discrepancies are explained in the followingcnapters.. In each 

chapter I have taken the' hi'storical event, p1:ace, time and 

a-ctual,quotations of speeches which Osborne uses to achi.eve his· 

dramatic stateme'nt and I have shown these to be accurate histor,;.,;' 

ically 1i<1cGJ'rding to leading 'historians of 'Martin Luther and the 
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Reformation .. 

In the first chapter, I give a brief introduction of Luther, 

so that the reader may fully understand the events in Luther's 

later life which were stimulated by ilis childhoode Chapter two 

and three cover all the events Osborne presents to his reader. 

Chapter two discusses the market place in 'Juterbog; where Tetzel 

is selling his indulgences in 1517, and the steps of the castle 

church where Luther na~led up his ninety-five t~eses. This chap

ter also deals, with the climax of his break with Rome - the burn

ingof the canon law books at the El.ster Gate in V,'ittenberg, 

15200 Chapter three is mostly 'concerned with t}:),e Diet of Worms, 

1521. It also deals briefly with the remaining years of Lutherts 

life. 'The years that dealt with his writings, etc .. , are not 

dramatized by Osbortte. 'Concerning the many events in Luther's 

life which are not' covered by Osborne, l'mention only those 

events which pertain to, and give background'knowledge of, the 

events which Osborne describes to his reader. 

It is hoped that this thesis will show to its reader how 

t1artin Luther is portrayed in -a play,- and ,how this portrayal 

accords with and does justice, to the Luther of History., 

I 
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CHAPTER I 

John Osborne begins his controversial play, Luther, at the 

Cloister Chapel of the Eremites of sto Augustine - Martin Luther 

is being received into their order in 1505. As the, play opens, 

the reader is left with a sense of not knowing who this man 

Martin Luther really was at this time.. To understand the emo

tional achievement that John Osborne is creating in this play, a 

brief historical sketch of Luther's life is necessary. 

Martin Luther was born late'at night, more towards mj:'dnight, 

on 10 November, 1483. The birth took place in a small village 

called Eisleben in Saxony, on the outskirts of the Thuringian 

,	Forest" I<rartin Luther was the second son of Hans and Margaret 

Luder~ Hans Luder was a man who has faced poverty all of his 

life. He was still experiencing the dreadful hand of povert~ at 

Martints birtho At this time he 'decided to try his luck as a 

, copper miner• 

... .. Martin's father moved" to the town of Mansfeld,'antt, 
it is thought,worked for a time ,as an empJ:oyed~miner 
in one of the copperminese This was ~ot c~rtaino But 
we do know that within seven years, not later'than 1491, 
Hans had taken a lease of one oithe foundries, along
with a partner, the capital. for this having been 
advanced by a local copper merchant. Hans was al$o by
then a sharehol~er in one of the small firms founded 
to mine copper. 

Mining was the backbone of Saxony. These German communitie 

were the heart of a growing industry. This industry could bring 

a man from rags to riches.. Mining, with the right man involved 

in its financial operations, enabled the local community to be 

solely independent from the Elector of Saxony in government 
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offices~ Thus the owners and operators of mines become the in

fluential men of Germany. This is what Hans Luder became for 

Mansfeld.. To all of Saxony, Hans Luder was known-as the man who 

owned the land he mined" fiRe had a large house in the main 

street, where his coat of arms still adorns the front door.,,2 

Martin Luther's primary education was that of any·child in 

Mansfeld, attending the local Latin School. At the a~e of four

teen, young Martin set out for a school in the city of Magdeburg. 

This school was conducted by the Brethren of the Common Life. 

After spending a year in this school, Martin set out to the 

Academy at Eisenach.. 3 The interesting aspect of tvIartin' s primary 

education was the fact that he only attended schools whose tui 

tions and living expenses demanded more from one's father than 

just bare minimum wages. These were schools that enabled, the 

students to live as well as one~s father was living. 4 

Spending most of his school years away from home, Martin 

developed a strained relationship with his mother and father. 

Osborne shows this bitterness between Martin and his parents near 

the end of Act One. He points out to the reader the overwhelming 

sense of insecurity that Martin had during hi'S childhood and con

tinued to have till his death.. A noted historian attributes this 

insecurity to an incident in Luther's life when his mother beat 

him brutally for stealing a nut. She beat him so brutally that 

she drew blood. This same historian refers to a beating, given 

by Martin's father, for which Martin held a grudge against his 

father until "his father managed to accustom me to him again. tl5 
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Biographers of Luther refer to the fact that he experienced 

a sense of injustice being done to him constantly throughout his 

life, eV'e.n while in the monastery.. It is quite evident that 

Luther was constantly undergoing, and suffering from, the strug-
I 

gles and pains of obedience and injustice stemming from his 

parental relationships. 

Han$ Luder in all his more basic characteristics be
longe'd' to the narrow, suspicious,' primitive religious,
catastrophic-mi,nded people. He was determined to join
the growing'classof burghers, masters, and town fathers. 
But there is 'always a lag in education. Hans beat into 
Martin what was characteristic of his own past, even 
while he meant to prepare' him for a futu're better than 
his own present. This conflictedness'ofMartin's early
education, which was in and between him when h,,9 entered 
the wo-rld 'of school ana: college, corresponded to the 
~eonf3:rets "inherent in' the ideological historical uni
verse which lay around and ahead of him. The Theolog
ical~>problems which' he tackled as a' young adult of 
course reflected the peculiarly tenacious prgblem of 
thedomest~c relationship to his nwn father. 

Martin Luther thus grew up and led the religious life his 

parents had formulated for him from their past, one of rigid 

Catholicism.. This included Hass as often as possi.ble, never 

missing on Sundays and Holydays, weekly confession,regular re

ception of communiQn, private prayer and devotions, and so forth. 

This forced' -religious life and particular events in his later 

growing years, shaped and molded Martin Luther's theological 

thinking during his years of rebelliono 

The events in Luther's,formative years that shaped his 

Uavant garden teachings and -beliefs were hi.s frightening exper

iences and devoted belief in the teaching of rewards and punish

ment after deatho This was based solely on a good and/or bad, 
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life on earth&7 Nevertheless young man Luther lead the typical 

life of any Catholic; happily celebrating Christmas, Easter, days 

of the saints and always combining the human aspects of festivals 

along with the memory of a past religious event. 

The belief in devils and demons was a most contributing in

fluence on Luther's behavior and beliefs. In Luther's words: 

Many regions are inhabited by devils. Prussia is full 
of them, and Lapland of witches. In my native country 
on the top of a high mountain called the Pubelsberg is 
a lake into which if a stone is thrown a tempest will 
arise over the. whole, regSon because the waters are the 
abode of captive demons. 

In addition to his strong belief in superstition, young man 

Luther was deeply influenced by the Augustine theology which ba

sicly is; to believe is to understand and to understand is to 

believe.· The contrary teaching of the time was that of Thomas 

Aquinas who 'taiigh·t that understanding was one of argument, 

counter-argu~ent, then a conclusion or solution to the question. 

Luther found-trouble in accepting the Thomist theology.. 

He found himself opposed to the Thomist school on its 
loss of the Augustinian do.ctrine of sin and grace .. o.on 
its teaching of the doctrine of transubstantiation 
based not on biblical categories but on a heathen 
philosoPh~ of substance and accidents, and also On its 
papalism. . 

This is undoubtedly Lutherts misinterpretation of Catholic doc

trine of the time e A misinterpretation based solely on his study 

of Occamism, thus leading Luther to his formulation of the 

"work-righteousness" concept of salvation i11 his· later life. 

Martin Luther matriculated at the University of Erfurt at 

the age of eighteen. Looking back over his university years, 
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Luther saw himself among the favored few, a man who was cheerful 

and funloving to his peers, hard ,working and deeply ,religious to 

his superiors. He saw himself as 'a very disciplined and con

trolled individual throughout those years (1501-1505) conscien

t:iously forming himself into a strong and dedicated student. In 

this way he was unconsciously preparing himself to eventually be 

a dedicated student of theology. In the year' 1505, Martin, 'Luther 

received his Bachelor of 'Arts degree in Trivium--grammar, 

rhetoric.,and dialectic.'O 

r1artin Luther with all the past and ,pre,sent influences of 

society, parents, education and feligious fever of the time upon 

him, saw his only escape, only release from all of this to be his 

joining a religious order--the Augustinian order. This order was 

well respected as being a fine organization and with strong com

mitment to a religious way of life Most of all, it was amongo 

the least corrupted organization in the Church in the middle 

ages. 

It is now feasible to study Luther according to John ' 

Osborne. Luther is being received into the order of the Eremites 

of st. Augustine. Luther is kneeling in front of the Prior of 

the order in the presence of the whole house. Osborne sets the 

scene by having the prior call Luther forth, asking him to choose 

between two ways of life--one of the world; or one of the relig

ious. Then the prior very seriously goes over to Luther and 

begins to devest him and presents him with the garb of the order. 

Martin, kneeling before the prior with his hands on the statute 
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of the order, swears his oath to God and the priory. 

The happenings in these pages of Osborne's text are extreme

ly accurate historically, almost"to the extent of having the 

exact wording of the prior's prayer and Luther's vow. Joseph 

Lortz, with whom most historians are in agreement as to the word

ing of the vow and the pronouncement' made by the prior, ;,·shows' 

that there is no major difference in Osborne' stexto. 11 

After the vow is taken by Luther, Osborne introduces two 

men, Hans and Lucas, a companion of Hans. These two'men are, 

attending the ceremony.. They watch as Martin marches in pro

cession out o'f the chapel.. The conversation between these' two 

men gives sufficient information to inform the reader that Hans 

is the father of Luther and'does not approve of his "son entering 

into a monastery';. Historically there is no evidence of this 

event. The conversation is merely a literary techniqu'e to convey 

to the reader historically correct thoughts and attitudes of ex

treme bitterness and regrets that are felt by Hans Luder. 

Historians agree that the first rec'o'gnition of Martin's being in 

the monastery by his father was on July 18th or 19th, 1505: nA 

day or two la-ter" came"" an angry letter came from Luther's father 

cutting him off from all paternal grace and ,favour., ,,12 

Osborne provides various settings which mayor may not be 

historically accurate .. The thoughts and ideas that are expressed 

in the play are accurate in so far as the message they give to 

the reader concerning Luther's attitudes. The following are 

examples of such events.. The occurence is dinner time, and there 
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is table reading; throughout the entire meal.. (This is a practice 
, 

common to most mbnasteries even today .. ) Martin and a fellow 
I 

brother are stacking,the dishes on the tables.. Then all the 

monks prostrate themselves and begin a communal'confession" The 

monks are confessing the usual run of trivia, such as coming late 

to Night Office, making mistakes in the Oratory, etce Osborne 

now has Martin begin to reveal himself to the worlde Osborne is 

expressing to ,the reader, in Luther's confessions, his problem of 

sexual frustrationo Luther is confessing dreams of being naked 

and riding on goats, and the goat? drinking of his 'blood. In, 

anotheJ," dream he saw himself with a group of men and women all 

'laying'on top of each other" Osborne points out, 'in yet another 

confession of Luther's, his ,strong belief that'these dreams are 

sinful. He has Hartin confessing .t'o a ,dream in which he was 

doing penance by cleani:ng the latrine13<;J3, 

Incoiit~'ss:t()n for example, he was so meticUlous in the 
attempt to be, truthful ,that he spell.ed out, every'inten
tion as well as every deed; he splintered relatively
acceptabJLe purities into smaller and smaller impurities;
he reported temptations in historical--ge'quence, starting
back in Qh11dhood, and 'after having confessed for hours, 
woul~ ask for;special4appointments in order to correct 
prenous st'atements. , 

John Osborne passes through time in Luther's life to a year 

later at the same convent .. 'The magnificent event of Luther's 

life occurs in this scene; it is' Luther's First Mass.. Osborne 

uses Act One scene two not only to introduce the event of :,,', 

Luther's First Mass,but to introduce a new character concept 

about this man called Martin Luther!> Osborne is explaining-to 

the reader the idea that Luther believed he was being wrathed by 
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God e Osborne gives to the reader no account of the Mass itselfe 

Historians claim that during the reading of the Gospel, which was 

about the people who are possessed, Luther shouted "I am the man" 

and thencollapsed!l Luther's father, present for this celebra

tion and witnessing this extraordinary event, was even more 

convinced now that Ma.rtins' being a monk was not Martin's real 

vocation in life 15o 

Osborne takes advantage by using the whole scene to describe 

a non historical event to the reader. This non historical scene 

begins with a short monologue that Martin has concerning his own 

childhood, a procession of monks pass his cell. Brother WeinCilnd, 

Martin's spiritual diIiector-, stops in too get Nartin ..- T):1e pro

ce.8sion continues, leaving Brother Weinand and Martin behind. 

This whole scene is based on Martinis sincerity about the sins he 

confesses. Brother Weinand tries to explain that his brother 

monks do not believe l1artin's confessions, "imaginary sins" as 

they are referred tOe Luther in this conversation is expressing 

his sudden disturbance at the realization that no one believes 

that he has committed the sins he confesses. In addition to this 

unusual problem is the real fact that Luther believes that God is 

not forgiving his sins, due to the fact that he cannot feel peni

tencee Brother Weinand spends the rest of the entire scene ex

plaining the validity of the forgiveness of sins as is exempli

fied in the Apostles' Creed. 

Besides- the Bible, the young novice joyfully saturated 
his mind with the writings of st. Bernard and st. 
Bonaventure, those profound and sympathetic teachers.of 
the Middle Ages.. His spiritual director understood how 
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to comfort and: -guide'-:the novice, who at times -sn~wgd- a 
lack·of courage. Long afterwards, Luther remembered 
how the good man spoke to him of the remission of sins 
and occasionally called his attention to the fact that 
the articles of faith on the re,~ssiv peccatorum must 
be set up against all scrupleso 

At the ve.ry end of the scene, Osborne has Luther enter carrying a 

naked child and stand still on stage. This was'not an historical 

event. Osborne makes use of this strictly as a literary and 

theatrical device, symbolizing Luther's childhood as the baby, 

and that now he has found himself. 

In Act One scene two Osborne presents an unusual trait of 

Martin Luther, namely a combination of the physical and psycho

logical aspects of the man Martin Luther. Osborne in this scene 

shows the reader the continual problem of constipation that was 

unceasingly plaguing Luther. Martin Luther's experience with 

constipation was his way of expressing some aspect of his child

hood and cultured upbringing. Most historians can not explain 

exactly why Luther had these reoccuring episodes with his bowel 

movement except that, 

This magical ambivalence is much aggravated in some cul
tures and classes by particular emphasis on bowel and 
bladder training.. Such training obviously reveals magi
cal superstitions about these primitive functions. The 
horror of the evacuated substance is eventually replaced
by anxiety over the possible consequences for an indivi
dual's later character and performance should he not 17 
achieve early and complete mastery of his sphinctersc 

Act One scene three occurs on the same day as-his first 

MaSSe Hans Luther and Lucas are present, chatting with the monks 

and drinking wine.. Osborne reproduces for the reader t-he actual 

confrontation of Hans Luther and the superiors of the monastery. 
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The argument is provoked when Bans asks Brother Weinand what sort 

of monk Martin is& Hans,wanting to hear some discou~aging· 

statements about Martin, was totally frustrated by only he-aring 

praises of his son. Hans, at the point of feeling-the influence 

of wine, begins to attack the universal church and-monasteries. 

Martin enters the refectory, and Lucas tries to give the 

impression that Martin's father -and the monks have been enjoying 

themselves immensely. Hans squelches that idea quickly by insin

uating that Martin looks sickly, undoubtedly due to monastic 

life. Hans and Martin carryon a conversation concerning· their 

family life in a very business-like mannero Direct contact be

.	gins when Hans insinuates that Martin "flunkedu a part during the 

Mass, the part concerning "Receive, oh Holy Father, almighty and 

.eternal God, this spotless hostu.u18• Luther faints and Brother 

Weinand had to hold him up. The monks at this point have left 

the refectory. Martin tries to explain the occurence at Mass by 

expressing-to his father the manner in which the words of that 
I 

passage moved hCLm emotionally" Martin, quoting scripture back to 

his father in total defense of his life as a monk, brought only 

scripture quotes from his father in ,:retaliation: '"Thoushalt 

honour thy mother and thy father. ft But an historian claims: 
I . 

After Mass there was a meal, which natur.ally had a cer
tain festive character to it, and it must have been 
dominated by the presence of Hans Luder, and-his rather 
numerous companions from the home town.".Martin began 
to talk and turned to' the occasion W-hich was the origin
of his decision to enter the monastery, his vow at 
stotternheim" His father interrupted, 'Letts hope it 
wasn't an illusion of the devil'--it was typically ham
handed, poking rough and ready German fun at his sone •• 
his father had never liked being answered back and was 
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roused to verbal iri~tation and pomposity quoting the 
tenccommandmentse •• 

The conversation from this point on involves Martin and Hans 

blaJning eacb other for the present condition and circumstances 

that Martin is involved in and with, namely monastic life. 

Martcin, wanting to apologize for any disappointments of his past 

life, expresses his memories of seeing and hearing "his father, 

and the strong feeling of wanting to ,love his father the best. 

"It was always you I wanted: I wanted your love more than' 
20anyone I S .. n He goes on to explain that he loves him, his' ,c,c 

father, more than his mother. Osborne has Martin telling his 

father of the time when hi's mother beat him for stealing a nut .. 

Luther is t-ryi-n",f to "use cthese beatings by his mother as an ex

pression of his greater love for his father, as well as a reason 

for joining the-cmonastery .. 21 Martin could not really hate his 

father, while at the same time Hans could not let himself get in

volved or even close to his own sone "They had a mutual and deep 

investment in each other which neither of them could or would a

bandon, although neither of them was able to bring it to any kind 

of fruition.,,22 

Presently, Hans Luther departs from the refectory, leaving 

Martin standing alone holding a glass of wine~ From this point 

forward in his life Luther is left in his own changing world" 

Luther's life is changing from secular to spiritual.' He is ready 

to give his life to God as a monk and to realize that this life 

of a religious will be-a long and hard struggle. Luther is to 

find himself "soon indulged in a further contrariness by trying 
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to be a better monk·thanthe monks ,,23 . . 
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CHAPTER II 

Jut~rborg, 1517. One can hear the loud playing of music, 

bells ringing, crowds milling in the toWn square and a procession 

marching t~rough \nth banners waving briskly in the wind, thus 

ann~uncing the arrival of a Dominican, an inquisitor, a vendor of 

holy indulgences. This is John Tetzel. 

Thus John Osborne very briefly and'accurately presents to 

his reader the real John Tetzel. He devotes the entire Act Two 

scene one to deseribing all the eharacteristi'cs and mannerisms of 

Tetzel. He has Tetzel in the town square in full ecclesiastical 

regalia, 'standing in front of a very interested crowd.. The 

popels coat of arms is displayed close bYe Osborne portrays 

Tetzel as a fast talking, quick change artist.' The sort of man 

that one finds operating the booths at county fairs and carni-:. 

vals.. This particular setting that Osborne uses to introdu,ce 

Tetzel may not be an actual historical event, but most hi-st-orians 

will not deny that this was probably the manner in which Tetzel 

conducted his daily business. What is historically questioned is 

Tetzel's phrase: "As soon as your money rattles in the box and 

the cash bell rings, the soul flies out of purgatory and 

Sings! ,,24 For this particu'lar phrase historians agree that, 

It cannot be"proved that he used the famous saw which 
has been attributed to him 'As soon as money in the 
casket rings--The soul its flight from Purgatory win~~,1 
but in substance his Vlords approximated the proverb." 

For Martin Luther, it can beseen·that John Tetzel became the 

.straw that broke .the camel's back" He stimulated Luther to write 

about and preach against the selling of indulgences. 
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In Act"-Two'--sceile two, Osborne takes the reader "into the 

Eremite cloi"ster in Witte~berg. The sett;i.n:g is out in the gar... 

den, and under a pear tree is Joh~nn Von Staupi tz, Vicar "General 

of the Augustian Order. Osborne portrays him as a quiet, gentle... 

voiced man, middle aged, and devoutly contemplative.. In this 

scene Osborne is" ,conveying to the reader Luth"er's most disturbing 

thoughts about life and about Tetzel, by expressing them to a ~~ 

whom he can trust and confide in, Johann Von Staupitz. Once 

again this:event that Osborne has described "probably did not 
, 

occ~r as"ne presents it to the readere Osborn~ is also present

ing Luther's thoughts and beliefs concerning Tetzel to the 

reader, thus setting the scene for the presentation of his 

ninety-five ~heses. In this scene, Luther is explaining to 

Staupitz ,hi's difficulty" with fol}fo-wing the 'Rule. Here again 

Osborne is re-emphasiz;ng Luther's problem with spifituality. 

Luther's use of theRul:e as a security blanket is" clearly brought 

out in the conve:rsationbe1;ween:these two men. Lutherconveys"to 

Staupitz a concept that later on in Luther's life will be one'bJ 

his dominant theses: uWorlt alone doesn't save mankind. Faith 

comes firste II "The opening conyersation~bet\veen these two mEfn is 

Osborne's means Of re-emphasizing to the reader what historians 
v ': 

consider to oe a prim~ri factor in Luthar' s Iife: 
"" , 

He was utterli1rthro~ upon, himself""'-struggling without 
any secondary ob~j,ective for salvation--alone with hi-s 
own con:scienc~ ir(the ~ight o:fGo~b-driven on until in 
danger of sp~itua,l annih:b:la:tion.. " " " 

Osborne now "l1as J:..llther- expl-af'Ilin'g 'tioStaupitz his grave ton

cern over Tetze~,and what Tetzel is doing"to the image of the 
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church. Luther explains to stuapi tz that one day a man wasi:~ 

Ibr?Ught to him whose wife had died" Luther asked the man if he 

had 'a Mass said for the repose of her soulG Naturally the man 

replied no, because he, had purchased a letter of indul.gence from 

Tet~el. If a Mass was necessary, then his wife 	has been s\vindled 

by the pope who issued the indulgence,,27 

This particular event in history, which Osborne expands 

greatly upon in a theatrical sense, is what historians record as 

an event in which, 

When preaching in Juterborg, Tetzel was inundated with 
people from the neighboring town of Wittenberg in the 
electorate of Saxony where, because of political and 
fiscal enmity with Brandenburg, the indulgence was not 
permitted to be preached.. Luther cameUJ? against the 
matter in the confessional" He got to know-about the 
instructionsummaria. \Vhata contrast he2gaw to the 
terrible struggle against sin ~nd hell" .... 

Also, in the entire scene between Luther and' Staupitz, Osborne is 

conveying to the reader Luther's deep need for a thather image, 

by having Luther say such lines as "That's what 	my father says" 
29and "How is it you always manage to comfort me n • Luther, un

doubtedly suffering from-hating-what some historians considered 

to b-e a lack of -a--father, was now in his later years looking for 

a substitute" Staupitz seemed to fill this void for Luther. 

Staupitz of course, did not even vaguely anticipate the 
extent of the holocaust he was helping to kindle; and it 
is fascinating to speculate why this older man was so 
specifically reasE?uring to a younger one whom he did not 
really understand" It is my impreSSion that Staupitz,
like many an all too comfortable German patrician, felt 
a nostalgia for a creativity which he may have thought
he possessed in his own late adolescence, and for poten
tialities, now bemoaned, which had b~en sacrificed to 
the role of church politician and statesman. He may
t,hus have enjoyed fathering something trul reli ious 
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in Luther; while Luther, in turn, responded with a com,.. 
plete and tenacious father transference of a positive " 
kind300ften overestimating the depth of his superior's 
wit. 

In Act Two scene three Osborne presents to the reader 

Luther's well known historic event--the nailing up of his 

ninety-five theses. The scene opens at the steps of the Castle 
i 

Church, Wittenberg;· 31 
, 

i October, 151?-~ Osborne has' a young child, 
I 

dirty, half-naked sitttng on the steps.3.1.""Again., i,as·;mentioned, in 
, I 

chapter one, the reocc~rence of this baby 'is not an historical 
j 

event; it is merely Osbornets means of symbolizing Luther's 
, 

childhood. Martin Luther enters carrying a long roll of paper 

which is his ninety=five theses .. Luther proceeds up the s:teps, 

stops, and watches this child.. The child, noticing that someone 

is watching him, slowly gets up and skips away. 

Luther walks up to the pulpit and begins reading to the 

people the Epistle of PatU to the Romans. 32 After the reading··of 

the'Epistle Osborne has Luther delivering a sermon. This event 

is' not re.90rded, nor is there any written copy' of th.is sermon" 

Osbonne,QY having Luther deliver a sermon,is expressing to 

the reader the sentiments that are in 'Luther, that which stimu

lated hiswritin'g of the ninety-five these,s.. John Osborne uses 

this event to display a sense of fanfare, hero making and so 

forth. Historians contend just the opposite had occurred on the 

eve of All Saints, 

Luther t's reaction was to produce his well-known 
ninety-five-·theses in Latin 'on the power of indulgence.s' .. 
Following the custom of the age, he fixed these to the 
door of the castle chapel, and challenged the scholars 
to a disputation.. Without any dramatic design on Luther's 
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part this took place on 31 October" the vigil of the , 
patronal feast33f the collegiate church of All Saints 
in Wittenberg .. 

The Fugger Palace' in 'Au-gsbury is~,the:"setting'for~'Act-Twoc' -,' 

scen~ four" In this scene Osborne expresses~ quite accurately 

Luther's confrontation with Thomas De Vio, known as Cajetan, 

Cardinali. of San Sisto, General of the 'Dominican Order, as well as 

being papal legate, and Rome's representative in GermanYe The 

scene opens with Tetzel talking to Cajetan.. If this conversation 

actually occurred before the meeting of Luther and Cajetan, his

'torians have no record of its occurrence.. Osborne develops this 

meeting to express to the reader the unfavorable sentiments of 

the Dominicans towards Martin Luther. "Meanwhile the Dominicans 

were by no means idle" They exalted Tetzel by giving him a doc

tO,rate, and espoused his cause, at the same' time pressing the 

charges against Luther in Rome"n34 In the meeting of Luther and 

Cajetan, 'Osborne portrays Luther as a brilliant young man with an 

innocent spirit within him. Cajetan being the very cold, hard, 

ruler, the man from the political machine in Rome. This scene i$ 

accurate historically in what Cajetan was asking Luther to do-

retract only two of his theses, the one denying merits that can 

be gained by Christ, and the other concerning the "Resolution... , 

ist".35 

The only kilown'discrepancyin-this ,scene is the portrayal of 

chara~ters. Historians believe that Cajetan was not totally an 

unkind and cold man .. , 

Despite all his kindness and determined earnestness, 
Cardinal Cajetan's efforts proved futile. Luther 
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manifested arrogance and offensive obstinacyc> Dismissed 
with the threat of excommunication, he announced to the 
Cardinal that he would appeal from his tribu~al to the 
Pope, who would be more correctly informed.~ 

In Act Two scene five Osborne extravagantly informs the 

reader of the misconceptions the Pope has about Luther. It is 

unknown to historians whether or not this scene actually occurred 

in a hunting lodge at, Magliana in Northern Italy during the year 

:1519.. What is historically correct in this scene is the fact 

that the ~~:Bope, had pressed hard to prove Luther heretic~:.d, and 

that Miltitz was trying desperately to reach some sort of compro

mise" Historians all agree that nMilitz was kind of 'reductio aGl 

absurdum' of compromise and intrigue, for even promoting meetings 

and agreements by persuading one party that the other had decided 

n37to agree. 

A bonfire is blazing on the outside of the Elster Gate in 

Wittenberg, 1520. So opens Act Two scene six.. Osborne is pre

senting to the reader perhaps one of the most significant events 

in Luther's life-..;the burning of Luther's canon law book along 

with papal constitutions and other works of scholastic theology. 

Osborne has the scene set with many professors and stUdents 

taking part of the festivitiese Luther stands befor his faithful 

following and addresses a short speech justifying his actions& 

Historians are in agreement with Osbornets interpretation of 

that memorial night at ten o'clock on the tenth of December when 

the burping took Place.38 The only discrepancy ~mong historians 

and Osborne lies in L,ther1s justification speech. Historians 

claim .that Luther sai~: 
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Since they have burned my ~'books; I burn theirs. The 
canon law was included because it makes the. pope a god 
on earth. So far I have·merely fooled with·this 
busin.ess of the pope. All my articles condemned by 
Antichrist ar~. Christians. Seldom has the ~~pe ov.er
come anyone w~th Scripture and with reason. 

Thus the symbolic break away from merit-theology and of institu

tionalism was now complete. The Reformation was fully under way. 
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CHAPTER III 

The Diet of Worms, 18 April 1521. A fanfare of massed 

trumpets blare loudly. The Diet members enter, proceded by a 

herald. There is the Emperor Charles the Fifth;" Aleander, the 

Papal NUncio; Ulrich Von Hutten, Knight;; the Archbishop of Trier 

and his secretary, John Von Ecke Luther is'seated behind a table 

upon which are his written works. So opens Act Three scene one 

in John Osborne's Luther. This is the trial of Luther at the 

Diet of Worms. 

The Diet of Worms can easily be divided historically into 

five stages. The first stage was a speech against Luther given 

by Cardinal Aleander, on 18 January 1521, announcing the charges 

against Luther. The second was"a-discussion by the princes and 

the Emperor concerning Luther's attack upon the political and 

social conditions of Germany. The third part. was the appearance 

of Luther on 18 April, when he was asked to denounce his works& 

At that point Luther asked for a day to think things over" The 

fourth stage was the next day, 19 April, when Luther delivered 

his explanation for his works and presented ~ most elegant de

fense Qf his writing... The- fifth stage was the general out"come of 

the trial; the long and tedious meetings of the hierarchy at 

Worms about what to~do" with Luther. 40 

John Osborne presents to the reader only the fourth stage of 

the trial.. Accurately presenting this stage to the r.eader, 

Osborne leaves all of the proceeding and subsequent events to

tally to the reader's imagination.. Osborne does aid the reader's 
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imagination in the following scene (Act III sc. 2) by having a 

fictitiou9 character reminisce over the trial happenings. But to 

fully understand and appreciate Osborne's account of the trial, 

one must have a knowledge of the first three stages of the Diet 

of Worms" 

The excitement of the trial really began on the daY-Luther 

arrived in Worms,,' Surprisingly Osborne makes no mention of this, 

considering that it was quite a gala fanfare event.. One might 

even compare :it to C:hrist on Palm Sunday. 

At ten o'clock on the morning of 16 April, 1521, Luther 
entered Worms~ "Excitement grew in t~e city. Luther's 
followers were suspicious. ' Was the fate of Christ him
self to be re-enacted in Luther? Luther was to appear
in, the Reichsta.e; the next afternoon. The cr~fds were so 
great that he had to be brought by a detour.. . 

For the people of Worms, these days of trial were to be 

another Mardi Gras,·an.excuse for a few days of wayward livinge 

Luther, a very devout and sincere man in his beliefs, with enough 

personal conviction in his own writings, was willing to stand 

trial and be accused'of heresy. No one really felt that what was 

to come would lead to a real breakaway from the Chruch. So on 

16 April the Mardi Gras began. 

It was a humanist who described Worms during the Diet 
in these words: 'It goes on here quite as in Rome, with 
murdering, stealing; all the streets are full of whores; 
there is no Lent here, but j-ousting, whoring, eating of 
meat, mutton, pigeons, eggs, milk and cheese, and 4~ere 
are such doings as in the mountain of Dame Venus$' 

With such happenings going on, it is evident that Aleander 

had a difficu~t time convincing the people that Luther was guilty 

of heresYe Aleander did everything in his power to have Luther 
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known to the world as a heretic before the trial, thus assuring. 

that ,what had been prejudged as heresy would be officially con

summated as heresy through the trial. To ensure such sentiments 

in the minds of the people, a decree was issued by Aleander to 

the people of Saxony: 

o~ofor the promulgation of a genera1 edict throughout
the cities and land of Germany to hand over this same 
Martin and other heretics' supporting him as we,ll as 
those who further and harbour him and those ,who follow 
such perversity, to those punishments decreed· against
them in our missives, unless they recante They ar to 
be punished by ordering the rulers of the cities and 
the governors of thy provinces and all other 'pu'blic 
servants and officials under punishment which seem to 
thee appropriate, that it be' declared and. made known 
by public proclamation that they would take proceedings
against these 'condemned heretiCS, his supporters, and' 
all who favour and further the· cause43according to the 
express command of our instructionso 

It is quite clear what Aleander was trying to say to the world by 

issuing such a warning to the Emperor and the people. A1~ander 

was merely clearing the way for the spiritu~l, political and so

cial revolution that Europe was to view\!> On 17 April Luther 

heard a confesElion from a knight'who was dying. During this con

fession Luther received word that he was to appear before the 

Diet at four 0'clock&44 

Durin'g the second stage of the trial, the electors, princes 

and men of the Estates wanted the Emperor to consider the serious 

abuses that they thought Luther was inflicting upon the Empire., 

They felt that the blame should also be placed upon Rome. These 

men' felt that Luther's preaching was stirring up serious ques....:' 

tions ·in peoples' minds concerning their spiri tual and socfal' . 

conscience. Many of these electors and princes held fast to the 
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old saying: What the people don't know, won't hurt them. Luther 

was helping them to know. The Estates, insisting that the 

Emperor fully understand their position, issued a document 

stating their positiono A segment of that document reads as . 

follows: 

The estates of the empir~ bring all this to the further 
attention and pleasure of your Imperial Majesty.. Xn 
doing so we-make one final request, in loyalty and obe
dience: that your Imperial Majesty wil~ of his gracious
ness bear in mind the. nature of the grievances and 
scandals which now lie upon the Empire and which very
largely stem from Rome .. · And in bearing them in mind, 
graciously investiga·te these affairs so that the4;can
dals be taken from us and matters set to rights" 

As -Lu·ther entered into the trial, it became quite evident that 

this ·was going to'be a trial of Luther versus the Emperor. 

In the third stage of the trial, Luther was granted a hear

ing.. By giving Luther a hearing before the actual trial began, 

~ost historians believe that in the minds of these rulers there 

was doubt whether Luther should end up as most heretics do, and 

what the effects upon Germany would be if any action were taken 

upon hime~ 

The most significant thing about the proceedings at Worms 
was the mere fact that it happened at all, that the em
pire did not simply take action against the solemnly
condemned h~retic, but ventilated the question whether 
action should ~~ taken against him or not, and then gave
him a hearing .. 

It seems that-the Diet really had no practical choice but to give 

Luther a hearing. For they knew.that if he wasntt grant~d a 

hearing, the people would be aroused to their great annoyance. 

This was the era wh~n people began expressing themselves publicly 

about the rights o·f hUman beings.. Their thoughts could be found 
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in ,every intellectual circle throughout Europe. These same 

thoughts were now emerging into the sphere of the Church,,47 

In his first appearance before the Diet, Luther admitted 

that he was the author of the books and articles which the Diet 

presented to him., Johann' Von Eck, who presided at the Diet, 

asked Luther to recant what was written in those books.. Luther, 

probably being prompted by his lawyer, asked the Diet to allow 

him a day to reconsider. This request for the extra day was, 

probably a way to study the general feelings and temper of the 

men of the Diete 48 

The--- fourth and most significant stage of the trial occurred 

on 18 April, 1521 e' The meeting was originally scheduled to begin 

at 4:00 P,!-M-;', but it did not get started until 6:00 p .. M. 49 

Osborne has Eck rising and telling Luther that the time has 

arrived for him to recant his works, that he has had ample time 

to gather his thoughts and formulate a statement. Osborne pre

sents Luther's reply in a most accurate manner, almost as if 

Osborne was 'there to hear the actual speech. In his speech, 

Luther divides his books into three segments, the first.dealing 

with faith and morality, the second concerning the power and doc

trine of the papacy, and the third against certain individuals.50 

Most historians agree: 

In making his reply he divided his books into three '" 
groups. The real point at issue was contained in the 
second group--the books which attacked the power arid 
the doctrine of the papacy" And here, for all his 
carefully weighed thoughts, Luther ,became abusive .. 
No other process, no other declaration of the period 
shows so impressively how far hatred of Rome had gone 
in Germany, and how much it had become almost officially 
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taken for granted, as does this section of Luther's 
address, in which a condemned heretic could dare to " 
speak with such lack of restraint in front of- repre~ 
sentatives of the whole empire, the secular counter
part of the Church--the5Tmperor and all of the princes,
spiritual and temporal" 

In comparing the text of Luther's speech before the Emperor 

and the princes at Worms as found in James Atkinson's The Trial 

of Luther (pp. 153-157) and John Osborne's presentation in 

Luther (pp. 100-102), the only noticeable difference in the texts 

is that of slight rewording done by Osborne. This was presumably 

done for the sake of brevity in the play,,' But· any.one-~:reading.;;. 

these two texts could say the d~fference was due to the use of 

various translations, thus only affirming that Osborne's account 

'was historically accurate.. When Luther finished his speech, the 
i 

Emperor and hi-s advisers withdrew for consultation", Upon their 

return, Eck presents to Luther his official condemnation as a 

heretic, giving him a last chance to retract his books and the 

errors found in them. Here again Osborne is in total agreement 

with the texts as found in James Atkinson's book (pp. 159-161). 

Osborne ends his scene with Luther's final reply of his firm 

stand resting in the Scriptures with the closing phrase: "Here I 

stand, God help me; I can do no more. Amen" tl52 Whether or not 

he actually said these words is unknown; they were inserted from 

an earlier recording of-the Wittenberg Account of 1521,,53 

The events. that followed the trial were many. People were 

in jubilation and in confusion.. The Emperor'and princes were 

fearful of rebellion", The Edict of Worms was Signed, but it had 

little effect on .. Luther or the world" Time was on Luther's side 
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as the nnew world was staring the old world in the face" f,54 

John Osborne opens Act Three scene two in Wittenberg, 1525 .. 

Four years have passed from the last scene, passing over many 

crucial and terrifying moments in Luther's life" Osborne makes 

no mention of the events which occurred in these ·past 4 years .. 

Thus four years of turmoil had evolved in Europe. Osborne now 

describes a fictitious event and gives the reader some knowledge 

of these past few years.. The year might- be -1525, but Osborne has 

a knight informing the reader that war was raging over the con

tinent--the Peasant's War. 

The knight is alone on the stage, the only reminiscence of 

life is the bloody remains of a peasant. Osborne uses this 

knight to represent the conscience of the world.. He stands rem

inisc~ng about the trial in Worms, the excitement the people felt 

during those days, and their great love and respect for Luther. 55 

Martin enters on stage and the conversation between the 

knight and Luther represents the feelings of the people of 

Germany, and of the world, toward Luther.. Osborne uses these two 

men to express very briefly the sentiments behind the Peasants 

Revolt and Luther's attitudes towards this movement of the 

masses", The attitudes and feelings that are being created. by 

Osborne are of historical accuracy, despite the brevity of this 

scene describing a four year spane 

Concerning Osborne's portrayal of the peasants which the 

knight addresses his opening speech to, it can be said: 

They spoke with simplicity· and dignity: 'seeing that 
Christ has redeemed and brought us all with the precious 
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shedding of his blood, the lowly as well 
they promised each,other to retreat 

Also Osborne in this scene has Luther revealing his thoughts that 

Scriptures supports serfdom, that this is God's will, and the 

people must accept this' solely as God's will. Tjlis thought and 

belief of Luther which is revealed to the 'kni'ght 1.$ r.eject.ed by 

the knight, only to become a cause of bewilderment for Protes

tantism. 

H~objected to the concept Qf political and eeo,nomic 
freedom; spiritual freedom, he said wasqu1te consistent 
with serfdom, and serfdom with the Scriptures. This, of 
course, corresponded to~hi.s·medieval .notions.ofthe 
estate to which the individual is born; he wished to re
form manfspra~,rful relation to God,. not change his 
earthy est~te ,; 

Osborne in thi~' same scene presents to the reader a new and 

important c"haracter--Katberine Von Bora, Luther's bride. The 

only information Osborne presents to the reader concerning 

Katherine is given by the knight. The knight informs the reader 

that she is a nun, and that he does not approve. "All right my 

friend,·-stay with your nun then, f.1arry and stew with your nun. 

Most of the others have. stew 'with her, like a shuddering infant 

in he'r bed ••• u58 Since the knight represents the conscience of 

the world, it doubtful whether he really would have made the 

above statements.. Some historians hold that,. 

Astonishin smiled on. After Luther had 
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married, the Archbishop of Mainz sent his wife a present
of twenty guldens as a contribution towards tbe bousehold 
budget~ People recognized that Luther was no mere run
away friar, but an intensely SeriOlrs. and powerfu! reformer~ 
The manner and timing of his marriage in 1525 was not " 
such ,as to escape from his vow of celibacy, for the 
simple purpose "of giving rein to sexual impulses; he had 
been f'ge of ecclesiastical authority for four and a half 
years., 

Osborne ends this scene with the wedding between Luther and 

Katherine, as the knight stands there and smashes his banner and 

throws it upon the altar in a-sign of rebellion ancl disapproval" 

In the final scene of the play Lutber, Osborne brings the 

reade.r -Up" to the year 1530 in Wittenberg at the Eremite Clois"',. 

ter,,60 Luther returns to his starting point .. ' The house which 

se'nved as the' nesting grounds for the thoughts and writing -which 

led to the Reformation is now serving as the fortress of the re
, , 

newed Christianity, the home of Europe's foremost crusader .. 

Osborne presents to the reader a 'summation of 'historical knowl

edge of Luther after the beginning of the Reformation .. 

Osborne describes to his reader the pleasant family life 

Luther shares with Katherine and his first son Hans. In this 

scene Staupitz is visiting Luther, and the conversation between 

these two men concerns Luther and his present position in life .. 

Staupitz is questioning Luther as to whether or not he is happy; 

as he really happy when he lived, in the monastery. Staupitz is 

trying to -have Luther admit that he is still torn apart in his 

beliefs, his prinCiples, that doubt still hangs over his head 

like a heavy thunder cloud. 

That he was able' to,:effect such a volte-face without 
being stricken in his conscience shows that he did not 
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feel that hel.was betraying a principle which hefedt to 
be fundam~nt:al.. The fact is that Luther facing the full 
consequencesl of his oratory, stood before a new crisis 
which -- an~ here his ~onstitution helped to determine 
his symptomsl 

-- brou§ft back his sadiress in a new and 
incongruous context. 

The scene progresses and Staupitz, now a very old man, 

shuffles off to bed for the night e Katherine enters carrying 

Hans and gives their son to Luther reluctantly for fear that Hans 

will catch cold being down in the studYe Luther, holding his 

~leeping son tightly in his arms, softly speaks to him like a 

prophet speaking to his peoplee Luther here is speaking to his 

own past, words that should have been .said to him, words of faith 

and courage.. In his talk to his son, Luther expresses that Hans 

is like himself, not created by his father, but by God. And th~t 

we are anyone's :son. 62 

That L~the.r could speak as' he did of human f~therh6od , 
is a,comment on. the e!xtent to which the ideas of spJi.~ritu
<al· ':~fatherhood had been absent from the Church.. Luther.' s 
message was no·t solely the rather austere theology¢f 
Justification, but a return t'o the New Testament them~s 

, ..of· the Fatherhood of God, the sending of the Son, and 63 
the )3sm' s messrage of forgiveness and lov.e for all men. 

\ ,. " 

The scene clos-es with Luther holding his child and slowly walking 

off stage, contemplating the words of Christ, "A little while, 

and you Sh~ll see meo,,64 
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CONCLUSION 

"Does the Luther portrayed in this play accord with and do 

justice to the Luther of history?" 

This question can now be answered with a definite YES. John 

Osborne has shown in Luther that a play can be written and drama

tized in such a way that, when presented to the public, it con

veys the same basic, accurate, historical knowledge' that a basic 

biography of Luther does. 

I have taken Osborne's play, act by act, and shown that the 

events, times, and historical personages are accurate histori 

cally. The criteria I used in judging-their accuracy was that of 

the writings of many noted historians 'on-Martin Luther and of 

Reformation hif;3tory. IIFChapter I, I presented a brief back

ground of Luther's life,'ino-rder to give sufficient background 

knowledge to events that occurred in Luther's life, which can not 

be explained when pre'senting a play. It tried to show what type 

of man Luther was psychologically and socially. It also showed 

him entering the convent of the Augustinian Order. And the hard 

and agonizing times Luther- 'suffere,~ 'j,.-l';l::,the first few years of his 

life as a monk.. Chapters Two and:qrhree presented the historical 

accuracy of the many years, events,'and personal happenings in 

Luther's life which lead to and later caused his formal break 

from ,Rome. 

From this study, it is c,lear that the realm of historical 

owledge is not limited to the archives or libraries. Accurate 

h1stori'cal knowledge can be, and is, presented to people in m,any
\. 
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various forms. In this case, it is presented in an entertaining 

and informative dramatic play. 
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